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Analytical Essay: Ordained Dissension 

Writing and Film 2002 

American Beauty 

 

 Life is strife, and dreams are the only things that keep people going. This was the concept that the 

movie American Beauty displayed very well, trying to break away from the common plot of movies: a happy 

ending. 

 Throughout the film the audience watches the main character, Lester, grow and find his self, until 

a surprising and realistic climax. Lester’s life was hard – which is how it is supposed to be – and for those 

who try to make it better and find happiness, they end up not living long. Throughout the early part of the 

movie Lester was shown always being trapped at home and work, and inferior to everyone, even his own 

wife and daughter. His only happiness came from fantasizing about a young girl named Angela. However, 

through the arts of camera angles, lighting, and coloring, Lester becomes stronger and happier, until his 

peak of happiness. 

 Throughout the beginning of the movie Lester had problems at his job, in his home, and even in 

his own car: Lester was trapped and inferior. In the opening scene Lester masturbates in his shower, but as 

he pleases himself the scene gives an illusion that he is caged inside the shower: being barely noticed 

through a thick sheet of glass and steam. After leaving his home he rides in the backseat of his car while his 

daughter and wife sit in the front. Here, Lester appears to be trapped behind the car door as he slouches 

back in his seat and stares off, longing to be part of the outside world. Finally, when he reaches his work he 

sits at his computer and the reflection on his computer puts him behind bars of numbers. Also, while at 

work Lester must speak to his young and naive boss, who seems to be superior to Lester. As Lester spoke 

with his boss camera angles showed how important Lester truly was in comparison to the young supervisor, 

who almost seemed to be larger than life when compared to Lester. Lester almost seems to be as 

diminutive as a child, while the boss appears colossal. The sad thing about Lester being inferior, it begins in 

the morning at home. 

 Lester peers at his wife socializing with neighbors through his living room that seemed to trap him 

from the outside world. He gazes at his wife, longing to be able to be free and socialize. His inferiority is 

displayed from the very beginning of the movie, foreshadowing how the entire film would play out. This 

initial scene is only one of many where Lester is portrayed as inferior to his wife. 

 In fact, throughout all the early scenes with Lester and his wife there is a power struggle evident, 

most of the time vaguely. When together in a scene the angles of the camera always face upward towards 

his wife, Carolyn, while downwards at Lester. Kevin Spacey, the actor who portrayed Lester, is taller than 
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the actress who played Carolyn, yet he is often seen shorter than Carolyn throughout the beginning of the 

movie to show the ranks of power of the two. Carolyn invites Lester to join her at a company dinner party 

but treats him like her child instead of a husband; telling him how to act and what to say, truly expressing 

how submissive Lester could be. In that scene Lester seemed so much shorter than Carolyn as they greeted 

the other guests. Lester also appeared inferior to his wife when he had to hurry to receive a ride to work, 

the camera angles face downward at Lester and upward when focused on Carolyn. However, the boss and 

Carolyn are not the only people who appear to be superior to Lester; Lester's daughter, Janie, is also seen 

as a superior person in the family. 

 Not only do the camera angles express the importance of a character, but also lighting and colors 

express the importance. In the beginning of the movie Lester wears dull colors and is always dimly lit, while 

his wife and daughter are always brightly lit and wears bright clothing. This contrast with the surrounding 

bright colors and other lighted characters shows the audience who is in charge and who should be focused 

on. The scene where the family is sitting at the dinner table together, Lester is lost within the shadows 

while his wife has a little more light, but the daughter is illuminated far more than her parents. The bright 

lights around Janie grab the audience as she sits in high authority in the center of the table in the first 

dinner scene. When Lester tries to talk to Janie about how bad his day was, she responds by saying, "You 

can't be my friend when you have a bad day; you haven't even talked to me for months now." (Movie). 

Also, when Lester tries to apologize to his daughter he seems to be shorter than her, and the camera angles 

face downwards upon him, while the angles face upwards on Janie. Janie has so much disgust for her father 

that she says that someone should put him out of his misery at the beginning of the movie. She has this 

disgust for him because Lester flirts with her friend, Angela, when she comes over. 

 The only time Lester is ever content is when he fantasizes; only then does the viewers see Lester 

in a brightened lit area, or wearing brighter clothing. The red that is appears in his fantasies are intense and 

almost become another character; you know when Lester is having a wonderful dream when he is in the 

light and bright, red rose petals appear. Whenever the rose petals are in a scene, Lester is dreaming about 

Angela and him being intimate. When he first notices Angela, he was at a game where his daughter danced 

as a cheerleader; his eyes quickly focused on Angela as she danced next to his daughter. Soon Lester and 

Angela were the only people in the gym; as she gave him a private dance, ending with her revealing herself 

to him behind a beautiful array of bright, red rose petals. The lighting and camera angles also show the 

importance in the scenes. In every fantasy the camera focuses on Lester's eyes and Angela's hands, and 

Angela's face is brightly lit, showing her beauty. When Lester finally meets Angela he is once again in the 

shadows, while Angela was brightly lit. Angela was only the beginning of Lester reaching freedom and 

happiness. 

 Only after hearing a conversation between Angela and Janie where Janie states that Lester would 

be hot, only if he worked out, does Lester begin to pump iron. Not only did he begin to workout, in order to 

impress Angela, but Lester also met his next-door neighbor--Ricky--who introduces him to marijuana. It 
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seemed weird that Lester only started to feel joy when his life became more confusing: a life that was filled 

with fantasies and drugs. These moments of freedom even changed his fantasies. In the beginning they 

focused on his eyes and Angela’s hands, but all of a sudden they begin to focus less on his eyes and more 

on his hands. The fantasy scene where Lester enters the bathroom, while Angela is resting in the tub, there 

are several different speeds that are used when focused on Lester’s hands as he reached into the tub. His 

fantasies also grew more and more sexual as time went on; the first fantasy Lester had only involved a 

dance, but by the third or fourth fantasy Lester was touching Angela in erotic places. In fact, after his 

second fantasy Lester began to masturbate. The scene where his wife catches him masturbating in bed is 

very important because it was a huge turn around in his life and the way he acted. Carolyn was shocked 

that Lester would masturbate and confronted him on the issue, but Lester did not stay docile, he spoke his 

mind and let her know how he felt. It was the first time in the movie that Lester stood up for himself and 

his feelings. After that scene Lester found himself standing up for himself more and more. The only time, in 

the entire movie, Lester smiled was when working out and getting high. Even when his wife catches him 

getting high Lester kept his cool as he told her off. As his wife stormed off--after being humiliated by him--

Lester smiled and kept pumping iron. In all his experiences of freedom Lester kept his cool; even after 

catching his wife cheating. Lester got so close to being happy and free, but as stated before, once you 

reach happiness it does not last long. 

 Lester was sitting at the dinner table looking at a picture of his family and trying to remember how 

their family used to be, when someone comes from behind of him at ends it all. The ironic thing though is 

he never looked so happy before; he lay in his blood, dead with a huge smile as he finally reached true 

contentment. Lester took years to find his happiness. After being freed from his dull job, controlling wife 

and his unloving daughter Lester finds his happiness in fantasizing, working out, and getting high. At the 

end of his life he finally appreciates life and is content, which is all of our destinies. 

 

 

 

Cruel Fates 

Southern Literature 2005 

Faulkner’s Light in August 

 

 The concept of living a life where every aspect has already been predetermined is a tough notion 

to quarrel with. In society there are some people who ignore the concept of fate, so they live a life where 

they feel they are choosing their own path. While, on the other hand, there are others who accept fate and 

live their life not caring what event could happen next because they feel they can not alter them. In 

Faulkner’s novel Light in August, two characters of the many represent these concepts; they are Lena and 

Joe Christmas. 
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 Faulkner’s character Lena seems to live a life where it is 90% free decision and 10% fated. She 

rejects her fated life as a country woman and expresses determination to explore and lead an adventurous 

life. Her drive to find her child’s father in Jefferson, in a way, proves this.  

The fate of a country bred female would lead Lena to a silent life serving her husband and raising children. 

As a child she was plagued with some bad luck: losing both her parents in the same summer and being 

forced to live with family in another part of the state that she did not know very well. This is where her fate 

seems to breakdown and where she begins to create her own path in life. Her lack of intelligence and high 

level of immaturity combined with intense desire to feel companionship and passion mixed with curiosity 

and wonder lead Lena away from her unkind and not so exciting home into the unknown. While being 

adventurous Lena finds herself in a tough situation, pregnant with the father nowhere to be found. The 

father explained that he would send for her after he was able to settle down and find decent work to 

support the to-be family. And being simple minded Lena believes the guy. Even though throughout the 

novel it appears that men seem to be the roots of her problem, men seem to be the only ones that appear 

to aid her along her own free path. 

 Instead of waiting on hand and foot for men, it seems to be the exact opposite. As Lena travels 

throughout the south trying to find Lucas Burch, aimlessly walking the dirt roads, men often stop to give her 

a lift, feeling bad about her situation and all. Byron Bunch, who she meets in Jefferson, has the worst case 

of trying to help her. He first meets her and obviously notices that she is pregnant but he still finds a way to 

fall for Lena and decides from that day forward that he would do whatever it took to take care of her. The 

whole time Lena still only wanted to find Lucas Burch. Breaking from one fate Lena quickly found herself in 

another. However it was a free choice and decision to do something else that found her a new life and new 

fate. That is still freedom even if she found herself with another fate. 

 Lena could have lived a life of taking care of her brother’s children and never being happy but she 

chose to brake free and decided to venture onto her own. After persistent wishing and a powerful drive 

Lena found herself creating her own family, whether it been dysfunctional or odd. Faulkner’s main character 

however had a much sadder and disturbing life, almost a doomed fate. 

 For Faulkner’s main character Joe Christmas it was probably 5% free choice and 95% fate. One of 

the main reasons most of his life was fate was due to fact of being a biracial child growing up in the Deep 

South. Living amongst intense hatred and racism the reader knew that Christmas would more than likely 

find his self trapped between a rock and a harder place. Christmas from early on had skewed ideas about 

punishment kindness and belonging. He never felt like he had a home or place to call his own and he was 

constantly and unavoidably finding himself in tough harsh and violent situations. A lot of the time it was 

because he had “nigger” blood in his veins. Just the use of the word in the novel gave the reader a hint to 

Christmas’ final outcome and the types of places he wound up in. 

 Throughout the novel Christmas always found him self not truly knowing how to react to any 

kindness because of his childhood. One instance, he thought he should have been punished but by a twist 
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of fate he almost was rewarded. The confusion that settled in his mind grew overtime and strengthened and 

caused such rage inside that he often responded to kindness with violence. He never could explain why but 

it was what he knew. However, when things became too tough and intense Christmas’ free choice would 

come into play. He would simply leave town. 

 For Christmas the only way to escape his fate, he thought, was to leave the town he bunkered 

down into and move on to another. It was free choice because after so many years of the same types of 

things occurring he could have simply accepted the inevitable and stayed where he was abused. But he 

wanted to belong and be free of his doomed existence so he would leave and try to find another place to 

dwell, in the hopes of freeing himself. 

 The sad truth, he could not escape even though he tried. He may run from one town of racists and 

violent individuals just to find the same people in other towns. All throughout the Deep South the racism 

was strong, and it kept Christmas locked down for his entire thirty three years of living. Slowly Christmas 

realized that fact, so in the end, he decided to stop running and give in to his doomed existence. When this 

occurred he was killed. 

 I think that if Christmas kept trying to find a new fate and not simply give up he might have lived a 

lot longer. And maybe after enough running Christmas might have gone far enough where he would have 

been fine with the fate he found himself in. After enough time he could have gone far enough to reach less 

racist people or some moments of contentment or fondness.  

Lena saw her fate living with her brother for her entire life and went against it. Over and over she 

attempted to escape one fate to create her own. She refused that existence throughout the whole novel, 

constantly pursuing her own. Lena had that option while Christmas did not. Even when he tried to free 

himself the communities he became chained to would not let go. Christmas only failed to escape when he 

surrendered and accepted his fate. He no longer had the strength to try and create his own life, his own 

path to a new fate. That alone is something that could describe existence in general. Sometimes you can be 

freed and other times you do not have the strength or will for it. 

 

 

 

Expression: Me 

Upward Bound College Literature 2001 

 

Critical timing explicit rhyming 

Poetry and rapping harmonizing 

Inventive Incisive 

Creative Passive 

Addiction Devotion 

Get with the motion 

You understand the notion 

Stand with me nation.
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Dream Beyond Man 

Creative Writing 2004 

 

I remember when I was only four 

Visiting my grandma in Mississippi 

I remember I had to go to the restroom in a local diner 

I had to go so bad but I was refused 

A sign stated whites only outside the door 

Explained to me since I could not yet read 

My complexion too dark chocolate colored – 

Inferior to cream, vanilla 

I remember that I was hungry too 

But they would not serve me 

Once again my skin kept me from indulging in my desires 

Falling victim another time I did not understand any of it 

But my father said to me with hand upon my shaven head 

Do not worry for you are wonderful 

And will do awesome things in your life 

I would be a great reverend just like he 

And that was my destiny 

All I could do was smile still ignorant of the situation 

I remember the march 

All the boycotts and peaceful protests 

And I remember the tears of hope 

Fallen upon my shoulder – 

From those who saw something inside, a greatness inside me – 

And I remember all the cries of pain shed for fallen loved ones 

I remember the speech too 

That from the heart designed and mouth spoken 

Country listened frightened 

I remember all this now as I fall from a wound 

Bullet created. 
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Pigeon Views 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

 

I 

Among twenty towering buildings, 

the only moving thing 

was the head of the pigeon 

 

II 

I was of one thought 

Like 

on which three pigeons are perched 

 

III 

A man and a woman 

are one. 

A man and a woman and a pigeon 

are one. 

 

IV 

“I do not know which to pursue, 

the beauty of imperfections 

or the poisonous vixen of lust,” 

the pigeon purred. 

 

V 

Icicles littered the stained window 

with chaotic glass 

the essence of the pigeon 

disturbed it, gray and white. 

The passion 

traced in the shadow 

an indescribable cause.

 

 

 

Conflict at the Gate 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

Excerpt from novel Shirou: Crimson Specter 

 

 The sun had already set three hours prior when three figures approached the vast gates of Yesyrro 

Castle, home of the Arbonian king. The wind-swept dust from the ground skyward, creating a silvery-mud 

mist that covered the landscape. Strong branches swayed while feathered wings soared high over the 

castle, and insects crept beneath the feet of the wandering silhouettes. 

 The three figures, masked by the gloom of night, slowly crept up to a dry creek bed that served as 

a quaint attempt at a molt. Shirou, Golymor, and Isho, three gentle commoners wanting justice to be served 

in the kingdom of Arbonia, stood at the castle gate prepared for intervention. Unbeknownst to the band of 

adventurers, shrewd interference slouches only a few feet away confident and proud. The castle’s main gate 

was heavily protected by thirteen defined shadows. There were five archers, two ogres armed with mallets 

of iron, and three creatures of the Dark Forest with claws built for battle—most likely gargoyles, for they 
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were winged, scantily clothed, and their skin was thick and scaly. Beyond the insalubrious fighters of no 

honor were two noble knights on horseback—elite swordsmen—and one warlock with his trusty scepter at 

his side. The odds were against the three warriors of peace, but odds were merely numbers. 

 Isho peered across the creek that separated him and his enemy, and frowned. He stared at the 

swordsmen in disgust, grinding his teeth as sweat loosened his grip on his wooden, charmed-staff. He could 

not understand how noblemen could defend an evil king. 

 All of the king’s injustice flooded Isho’s mind. The king had been torturing his people for a decade 

in the harsh ruby mines and it was no hidden fact that the king was unjust when concerning the matters of 

the law. It was also no secret that he had the girls of his villages taken by the cover of night, for pleasures 

in his chambers, and returned by the time of the rising red star. Isho twitched, sickened at the thought. 

 Isho had begun to step forward aggressively, tightening his grip, only to find Golymor’s right hand 

in prevention. Isho stared up at the seven foot elder, whom only looked back with calm eyes, and gulped. 

He felt a tension within the cleft of his chest, a pounding tension. Maybe fear of evident death or his heart 

pained at the evil lurking within the king’s walls. Isho stepped back—back into his place—and Golymor’s 

hand was removed from his chest, along with the tension. Isho looked Golymor over with an anxious haze: 

at over seven feet tall, cloaked in a scarlet shawl that covered his entirety, a hood that blackened his face 

and broad shoulders of almost four feet there seemed to be something soft about him. Something kind and 

gentle, a relieving thought to Isho. It was something that Isho had not noticed before about Golymor. 

Within the shawl Golymor had become something else, something much more. Isho was not certain what 

Golymor was now beneath the cloth. He only knew he was glad that Golymor was at his side. 

 Isho’s gaze stayed affixed upon Golymor, and for a moment the sight seemed familiar. Isho knew 

of this large gentlemen covered in scarlet. Then suddenly Isho recalled a memory. 

 Isho had heard stories about a giant of a man clothed in deep red when he was a child, but he 

never truly believed in the fables. Isho remembered that the giant of a man clothed in deep red had been 

known throughout the land of Arbonia as the Crimson Specter: an ancient creature of night that protected 

the peasants and hindered the workings of evil, using abilities only known to wizards and sorcerers. It was a 

tales about a creature lived ages ago. 

 Isho stared back at Golymor in astonishment and awe. This could not be the same creature, he 

thought to himself. Golymor is kind, not menacing. This is no ancient warrior, only a worried elder of a 

village. Isho still refused to believe in the tales, though he stood next to the breathing myth itself. 

 “We kindly request that you stand aside guardsmen,” Shirou’s voice broke Isho’s gaze of 

wonderment, “for we have urgent business with the king.” 

 Isho’s mouth closed and his attention turned towards Shirou. He did not understand Shirou. Shirou 

was an outlander. Isho questioned himself, why does this quiet journeyman aid my people? It is nonsense. 

Isho’s concentration broke as he took a step closer towards the gate, following Golymor and Shirou. 
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 Their advance was halted as one of the Dark Forest creatures leapt before Shirou, claw out and 

waving at Shirou’s neck. Isho was correct, it was a gargoyle. Shirou simply stared into the blood eyes of the 

gargoyle. Not from fear though, Isho noticed. 

 The gargoyle was roughly shorter than three-and-a-half feet, with a two foot tail lagging behind, 

whipping about the dust of the ground. It wore the colors of a royal captain upon his loin cloth. Its 

shoulders spanned a distance of three feet, while its wingspan would easily span fivefold the same. Each 

foot had three claws, which were more or less its toes. And, the hand’s of the gargoyle, although small and 

rather weak at quick glance, sprouted six-inch long claws, four of them. 

 The night fell eerily silent. That moment, the serene whisper of the wind and the howls of the night 

stopped piercing Isho’s ear. Isho witnessed that Shirou expressed no fear, anxiety, or surprise; no emotion 

at matter. Who is this man, he thought to himself, this man who fears not even a gargoyle of the royal 

court? This man who stands in defiance before such evil and sheds no droplet of fear? Isho began to sweat 

again, yet he contained his tight grip on his charmed-staff. 

 Shirou stood motionless, cloaked in his deep blue robe and face covered in the shadow cast by his 

hat; almost as if unaware of the gargoyle’s presence. Isho stared upon his stance, such confidence, he 

thought. Isho began to recall when he first met Shirou, noticing that nothing had changed about him since 

that very first moment. Living amongst honest peasants had changed Shirou none. 

 Shirou had arrived to Isho’s village, d’Ferniqa, an entire season ago, worn and parched. He fell 

upon the dirt path that led into the village square. Isho’s grandmother took the stranger in and aided him 

back to health. The first words Isho heard Shirou say were “much gratitude for I am now greatly in your 

debt mistress”, and they stuck with him until the very moment Isho found himself standing before the gates 

of the Arbonian castle, armed and prepared for battle. 

 The gargoyle took a step forward, lowering its claws away from Shirou’s neck. Isho was pleased 

and let relaxation return to his stressed muscles. The gargoyle pressed slightly closer to Shirou’s face, and 

hissed. Shirou stood inert. The gargoyle’s tongue slid from its mouth, drenched in slimy stench, and 

wrapped itself around Shirou’s neck. The gargoyle’s eyes widened, frightened, as Shirou did not twitch or 

even sweat the slightest. Isho shuddered for Shirou. 

 His tongue returned to the caverns of its damp quarters and the gargoyle grunted, “Foolish 

peasant. You aren’t welcomed in the royal courts.” The ghastly chuckles of the other twelve burst in 

agreement. Shirou stood silent in a strong stance; a stance that obviously angered the gargoyle. 

 Lifting himself to Shirou’s height with his stiff tail, the gargoyle growled, “Did you not hear my 

words peasant?” The gargoyle’s eyes looked Shirou over, “You are not welcomed in the royal courts. Turn 

away and return to your hollow survival or feel the fury of my cold claws upon your brittle bones.” The 

gargoyle then reached out and grabbed Shirou’s fighting arm. 

 The gargoyle screeched in pain and horror, but Isho had not seen why. Then, he looked down at 

the gargoyle’s arm crumpled within Shirou’s grip. Shirou apparently did not appreciate the gargoyle 
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grabbing his fighting arm. He took much offense at the disrespect. The gargoyle had not requested a 

touching of the skin. 

 The twelve comrades rose abruptly, weapons in hand, ready for a scrapple. “I did not give you 

permission to place a hand upon my arm,” Shirou said. He closed the gap between his face and the 

gargoyle’s, eyes ardent and wintry, “If you wish for me to let loose, you must do it first.” 

 The gargoyle unleashed its claws, and Shirou responded by letting loose his grip. Isho, however, 

retightened his. 

 The pride-wounded gargoyle slid back within the protection of the mass of dark in front of the 

gate, picking up a dagger that lay on a rock beside its two brethren. It hissed something in its native tongue 

and the other two gargoyles stabbed back a glare at Shirou, then, took flight. Shirou’s eyes followed the 

two, while Golymor kept watch of the other guardsmen. Isho began to hear a loud thumping coming from 

within his chest. It was his heart. He feared what the guardsmen would do if they too heard the heart’s 

melody of fear. 

 Shirou still gazed skyward at the two gargoyles which had taken flight, and was now circling their 

position, as one of the swordsmen drew his blade. Was it a warning to other guardsmen? Isho wondered. 

Why did Shirou have to grab the gargoyle? 

 The guardsman that had drawn his sword leapt from his horse and landed on the dirt with a thud, 

“Who are thou, that thous’t would grab hold of royal guard? Thou must be a fool, a jester?” 

 “He is an outlander,” Isho could not believe he heard his own crackling voice. 

 Golymor and Shirou turned towards Isho in amazement. They surly thought that he would be too 

afraid to speak even a murmur. 

 The swordsman wore the colors, and armor, of a captain. His skin was rough, bronzed, and fairly 

filthy, as if it had spent much time in the open and underneath the red star. Not like a man of nobility. His 

nose was strong and extensive, which was quite contrasting to his face that was slender and seemed to end 

at a pointed chin. A frail neck connected the strange face to a gristly, but strapping body. A body that 

belonged to a youth, maybe twenty-one, very young to be a noble swordsman, almost, too young, Isho 

thought. The body was protected by an iron armor chest plate. The swordsman looked over Shirou and 

grinned. 

 “Outlander, you say.” the swordsman verified Isho. Turning attention towards Shirou he pondered 

an inquiry, “Where are thou from? What is thy name?” 

 Shirou did not respond. He stayed affixed upon the two gargoyles that flew overhead, still circling, 

unaware of the actions below. The swordsman’s right hand rose a tad, gripping the handle of his sword, the 

sword that was still secure within its sheath. 

 “Do thou not hear me?” bellowed the swordsman. “Respond fool,” still, Shirou did not respond. The 

swordsman turned back to his peers uneasy, than returned focus to Shirou. However, instead of looking at 

Shirou, the swordsman now was gazing upon the scarlet giant, who decided to join Shirou in his madness. 
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 Startled at the quickness of Golymor, the swordsman shrieked. He staggered back a few steps and 

slid, kicking up dust. Regaining his arduous stature, slick grin returning, he questioned Golymor, “Fool, to 

sneak up on royal guard, do thou fear death at a blade’s edge?” The swordsman chuckled. Apparently it 

was a joke that only guardsmen understood, because they were the only creatures that shared in the 

swordsman’s humor. 

 Golymor retaliated with his own humor; a dangerous form of the sort, “Do thou fear it vile creature 

of the royal court?” A joke that could surly cost him and his traveling company, Isho and Shirou, their life. 

 The swordsman thought the same, “Thou are truly a fool. Soon to be a lifeless one at that! You 

and your brethren!” He brought his sword to eye level and began to walk towards the three justice seekers, 

smirking dismally. 

  The words he spoke must have been some sort of command, for the other swordsman dropped to 

the path from horseback, swords drawn, one for each hand. The ogres began marching forwards massaging 

their mallets. The archers took aim, and the pride-wounded gargoyle let loose a trickle of pleased slime 

from its mouth, as he twiddled the dagger within his claws. Isho released a grin of insanity. A gargoyle 

doesn’t need a dagger, he thought. He must be afraid…but why? The guardsmen were preparing to 

slaughter their prey. Slaughter us, Isho thought. 

 Isho took a firm hold of his charmed-staff, gasped, and began to pray, eyes shut. Reopening his 

eyes, he took a defensive stance, while both Golymor and Shirou took an offensive. They were mad to think 

of being the aggressors. Isho now stood in the midst of two madmen and eleven highly trained killers. A 

nightmare realized. 

 

 Shirou took his sword from its sheath and held it comfortably in his tight grip. He held it upright, 

parallel to his own straight and relaxed vertical posture, then, he crouched slightly. Sword vaguely behind 

him, within his right hand, tip in the dirt. His left hand rose at a forty degree angle, appendages pointing 

towards the gargoyle that stood to the far left of the guardsmen. He was seeking out the gargoyle that he 

had wounded moments earlier. His eyes tauten, focused, and his body reacted. Leaping out towards the 

gargoyle, clipping at its wings… 

 

 Golymor unleashed his long-blade from its binding that was once hidden underneath the thick 

shawl. He held the blade loosely with his left hand, tip pointing downwards toward the supportive soil of the 

world. The pupils of his eyes tilted upward, towards one of the aiming archers, who sat on a stone pillar 

that served as a sniper’s position, near the lookout platform. Golymor’s head slanted left, then right, 

cracking the bones in his neck, and his feet dug deep into the dirt. His huge bear-of-a-body crouched 

greatly, and like a spring, it lunge star ward. The archer tried to follow the scarlet mass, but lost it within 

the glow of the full moon. By the time he regain sight of his attacker, Golymor was already sweeping 

downward, straight for his head… 
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 Isho did not have much time to respond correctly, only instinctively. He saw his fellow journeymen 

attacking the guardsmen, and he knew that he would have to follow suit if he wanted to survive. He knew 

when he volunteered to try and change the king’s ways that a battle would occur, but still nothing prepared 

him for what was happening. Nothing could prepare him for fighting elite guardsmen. 

 He scratched that thought from mind and crouched. All the guardsmen eyes were on the 

aggressors, and Isho knew that it would be his opportune moment. As Shirou had taken charge and 

Golymor taken flight, Isho held tight to his charmed-staff, set his sights upon a second archer that was 

standing near the gargoyle Shirou took a liking to. An arrow was released by the archer, and raced towards 

Shirou; a second and third being prepared for the same objective. Isho gasped and his feet began to pull 

and push at the ground. 

 His body took off like a shooting star, straight at the archer’s position. Panting and praying, Isho 

fell upon the assassin. The archer had not even realized that Isho was advancing on his place, until he saw 

from his peripheral, a glowing staff heading straight for his torso… 

 

 An arrow was headed straight for Shirou’s heart, rapid as a falling star. There was nothing to stop 

it or slow it down. It was an airborne predator, hurried and fatal for certain. Not breaking stride Shirou took 

notice of his attacker, swung his sword twice in its direction out of defense, and the arrow split into three 

pieces falling harmlessly to the ground. Shirou continued his rush on the pride-wounded gargoyle, pace 

unchanged. 

 The gargoyle was startled as its wings were removed by Shirou’s blade. Two swift strokes 

downward were all it took. Shirou then lifted his entire body into the air, twirled, and let loose his right foot 

upon the gargoyle’s chest. The gargoyle gurgled as its body was slammed against the wooden gate, almost 

fifteen feet behind it. The gargoyle’s body lay motionless. 

 Shirou landed with ease. No dust or sound. He turned and tilted his head towards one of the 

archers who was fumbling to extract an arrow from its bag, high in the leaves, hidden. He crouched, his 

chest almost grabbing dirt, and lunge into the tree. There was a moment of rustling amongst the branches, 

a scream, and a body of a guardsman falling to the ground. The archer hit the soil hard, tried to stand up 

and run, but collapsed from the burden of pain in his back. Shirou stayed amongst the leaves, however… 

 

 The archer barely responded as Golymor’s long-blade came crashing downward, snapping his bow. 

The archer’s body was pushed by the force of the attack to the soil below. He landed in a thundering crash, 

passing out on impact. Golymor twisted around, swiping away at three arrows racing at his lungs, and 

laughed as the assassins stood paralyzed in awe. He twisted his torso, cocked and tensed his muscles, then, 

unleashed them all in one swift instance. His long-blade was released from his grip and swung towards the 

support beams of the archers’ lookout platform. 
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 The archers, noticing the whirling blade, attempted to rescue themselves by jumping from the 

platform, but the blade was too fast. Support beams crackled, snapped, and gave way to the weight of the 

platform, crashing to the soil, bringing the archers with it. Unconscious, the archers lay amongst the rubble. 

 The long-blade whirled about the skyline a moment, paused, and begun to spin back towards 

Golymor. Just when it seemed Golymor too would become victim to the flying blade, he caught its handle, 

and placed the blade to his side. He turned about quick, facing the guardsmen, with smile of valor on his 

face, his scarlet shawl waving in the wind… 

 

 A crunching of ribs filled the night air, and a yelp of agony followed, as an archer fell from Isho’s 

attack. Squirming about on the ground the archer tried to regain his bearings but passed out due to the 

stress on his shattered ribs. Isho stood triumphantly over the sleeping body. He gasped in awe over himself. 

He had taken down an archer, an assassin of the royal court. Grandmother would be proud, he thought to 

himself. Isho turned, facing the five guardsmen who still stood defending the gate, smiling, forgetting about 

the two gargoyles circling overhead. 

 The guardsmen were shocked. In a moment their numbers were snapped in half. In the time it 

took to take a breath, their assassins lay unresponsive. It was unprecedented: noble guardsmen made fools 

of. What was worse is it was done by peasants, the simple creatures of the Arbonian kingdom. 

 The gristly swordsman dropped his blade to the ground, “How did thous’t lowly beings do such 

carnage to our brethren? It is impossible!” 

 The other swordsman, short and round, stumbled forward, pushing aside the captain, “Fool, do not 

let down your guard. These peasants shall know their places. And we shall teach them.” 

 This larger, and obviously older of the two swordsmen, charged at Isho, both swords held high 

over his head. It was not the usual attack styling of a noble swordsman, but he could be crazed at an 

apparent defeat at the hands of peasants. The moonlight shone off the blades and lit a pale, red, pudgy 

cheeked, massive nosed, furry beard man of about late fifty. Maybe in his early sixties. 

 Realizing his endangerment Isho took the defensive. His charmed-staff was held horizontal waiting 

for a downward stroke of the blades; a stroke that would never come. 

 Before the eldest swordsman was upon Isho a small ball of green fire charred the ground before 

him. It had come from the warlock’s scepter. The warlock had sat motionless throughout the entire attack 

by Isho, Golymor, and Shirou. “Stop fool,” he shouted. He stood up from his stone pillar and proceeded to 

soar down to the soil, his cape spread. 

 He wore the clothing of a noble guest of the king: a vivid blouse, underneath a burgundy vest, and 

satin trousers. Alas, to show his status as a warlock, he was cloaked in a dark green cape that bore a hood 

that shadowed his face, and a sapphire amulet linked to a metallic chain encompassed his throat. 

 “Do you not know who thou gentlemen are?” the warlock questioned his party. Pointing towards 

Golymor, grinning, “You are amongst the presence of the Crimson Specter. Do you not see?” 
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 Isho looked back at Golymor, he is the Crimson Specter, he thought. Why did I not believe it? Isho 

stared a moment longer and frowned. A creature of protection has lived amongst us and has done nothing 

in the times of trial and peril. He is a coward. 

 The warlock waved his arm at the circling gargoyles which disappeared over the stone wall. A 

moment later the gates creaked open “Join us creature, you and your brethren. The king would surly enjoy 

your presence.” The warlock snickered as he began to walk into the castle. 

 Shirou leaped from the treetop, joined Isho, and started for the gate. Isho reluctantly followed, 

sweat pouring from his pores. Golymor soon joined them, leaping with the grace of a forest cat to the dirt 

floor. Isho, Golymor, and Shirou passed the conscious guardsmen who were rallying their wounded, and 

yielded their weapons back to their respective sheaths. Trekking beside the warlock upon a brick path that 

led to the main tower of the king’s castle they were pursued closely by the guardsmen, and the two 

gargoyles which were circling the entrance moments earlier. 

 

 

 

Winter, She Approaches 

Creative Writing 2004 

 

Squirrels clawing at cold bark 

scrambling for vacancy 

feathered wings fill horizon 

accompanied by dull colors 

once vivid and before then, green 

swift winds of ice 

once appreciated, soothing 

stretched ready for the chase 

the season of death 

another pawn of the Cycle— 

a beginning of an ending 

approach silent grinning— 

Winter creeps along path of creek 

bringing with ice and snow 

a sanctuary of white for falling petals 
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Ceñito y Una Caja Mágico 

Español V Junio 6, 2002 

 

 Una dia, Ceñito esperaba a su padre llegar después una larga vacación en Australia. El miraba la 

televisión, “Power Puff Girls” cuando su padre entro en la casa y grito << Estoy aquí mi familia.>> 

 Ceñito corrio a su padre y salto en los brazos. Ceñito comenzo mirar a las reglas pero unico miro 

una caja roja con los ojos de gato en ella. 

 Su padre puso a lado a Ceñito y andaba a la cocina. Cuando salio Ceñito se dio cuenta de que ojos 

se movieron. 

 Anoche, Ceñito trataba de soñar pero oyo un voz del piso de abajo << Chiquito, ven aca.>> 

 Ceñito se paseo del piso de abajo seguia el voz al comedor. 

 Era la caja roja con los ojos de gato y lo hizo brillando. La cabeza de gato floto en la luz. El gato 

murmuro, << Ayudame, ayudame. >> 

 Ceñito se puso de pie a lado de caja. El gato dijo que el necesito cinco piedras mágico para salvar 

y queria saber el la. 

 Ceñito no dijo nada. El gato recito, << Te dare lo que quieras. >> Con esto, Ceñito asentio. El 

gato se sonreia, << Gracias chiquito. >> 

 Al lado de la mesa, un astronave pequito se asomo. Ceñito llevo el paso lo y en unos momentos un 

luz brillante lo encerro. 

 Ceñito abrio sus ojos y vio muchos canguros. Estaba en Australia. Ceñito salio un astronave 

pequito y comenzo andar hacia los canguros. 

 Ceñito caminó por medio de los canguros, seguían una poca luz brillando. La luz floto hacia un 

piedra magico, un rombo brillando. Ceñito escogia el rombo negro que en el poder de la pena cuando el 

canguro corpulento saltó para arriba al lado de Ceñito, << usted puede guardar ese rombo solomente si 

usted puede saltar más alto que mí. >> Ceñito asentio a la competencia y saltó primero. Saltó casi dos pies 

y el canguro rió. 

 El canguro saltaba, Ceñito comenzó correr hacia una caverna oscura. El canguro era siete pies en 

el aire antes de que él realizo que Ceñito fue ido. Detrás de un árbol, trataba controlado su respiración, él 

hizo mencion de la luz pequito brillante otra vez. La volaba hacia una caverna oscura. Ceñito ponga el 

rombo en su bolsillo y siguió a la luz. 

 En la caverna oscura no había nada. Tampoco, el oyo muchos murcielagos. Ceñito camino 

alrededor la caverna para tres horas. Se cansaba cuando vio a hada. La hada sonreio, << Chiquito, que 

pasa? Adonde vas? >> 

 Ceñito dijo todos; para el gato, los piedras magicos, el mission, los canguros, los murcielagos, y 

una caverna. La hada se rio, << Conozco en donde los piedras magicos estan. >> 
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 Ceñito pidio, << Ayudame? >> La hada asentio. Volaron afuera de una caverna y arriba los 

canguros hacia el astronave pequito de Ceñito. Llevaron el paso lo y la hada dio una rombo blanco a Ceñito. 

 La luz rodeo el astronave y Ceñito y la hada adivinaron en el oceano del fondo. El astronave habia 

sumergido en el mar. La hada rezo, << Un rombo proxima esta en el mar. >> El astronave mano por la 

agua. Despues una hora vieron un rombo azul en la boca de pescado feroz y grande. 

 La hada salio un astronave y nado en la boca de pescado. La hada tomo un rombo sin lo pescado 

conocido. La hada dio un rombo a Centio. Ahora, Ceñito tuvo tres piedras magicos. Unico dos mas. La hada 

salio, para fue a su casa. Y otro vez la luz encerro el astronave. 

 Cuando abrieron sus ojos vieron monos. Monos por todas partes. Monos gritaron y bricaron pare 

arbol a arbol otro. Cuando los monos notaron Ceñito, la ruido terminó. Todos monos miraban a Ceñito y el 

tuvo miedo. Ceñito vio el mono más grande que había visto alguna vez saltado abajo del árbol al lado de él. 

 Ceñito tragó saliva cuando vio otro rombo alrededor del cuello del mono. El rombo era verde. El 

mono grande miró a Ceñito para mucho tiempo y Ceñito le conocía que tuvo que irse. Kenito arrebato el 

rombo del mono y corrió en el matorral. Los monos seguieron.  

Ceñito corrio en el desierto pero los monos no seguieron. 

 Ceñito corrio para mucho tiempo. Despues corriendo para diez minutos, Cenito tropezo de piedra. 

Un rombo rojo esataba en la piedra. Cenito tuvo todos piedras magicos. Era tiempo volver a casa. 

 En la casa Cenito dio las piedras magicos al gato. En la luz brillando el gato sonreia cuando hizo 

libre. << Muchas gracias chiquito. Muchas gracias. >> El gato era no unico cabeza, era todo. Cenito quise 

sus deseos y cuando le pidio, el gato grito << Desperte chiquito. >> 

 Cenito despierto en la cama en su casa. Cenito miro en el flor y vio cinco piedras de colores 

deferencias que daron luz. 

 

 

 

T.J. White 

 

An adolescent bloke by the name of T.J. White 

aimlessly wandered through a scarlet forest 

vulnerable before a dismal apparition, the divine omen. 

 

Through agitating fog an empty pistol smoking 

eyes bulging beyond pale complexion and 

urine drenched jeans the horrific embarrassment, 

a body sprawled out in the center of a room. 

Bleak the atmosphere void of sympathy. 

 

images rupture the vapor, 

writhed spirit of depression evident in grim words 

that are spilt onto bloodied sheets of white, 

“I have spent an existence seeking true love 

an emotion neglected on this blue orb. 

I am ancient sorrowful and without compassion, 

so this is my departure 

-T.J. White”
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Life: Music 

English 10th Grade 1999 

 

Life is all around you and I.  

Everything we smell and see there is life  

The birds’ songs,  

And the sound of millions of ants’ feet marching,  

Are songs?  

The birds’ chirps are the words,  

And the ants’ feet are the beat,  

All the wonders of nature work together,  

And create a symphony of soft and lovely music.  

However, the music of the humans,  

Is more the sound of noisy cars and factories,  

Which wakes babies in the middle of the night  

And disturbs a person sense of thought.  

Sounds of gun fire and words of hate,  

Kills and brings tears to people eyes,  

It destroys family ties,  

And ruins friendships.  

Yes, life is a giant orchestra.  

The music can be peaceful and lovely,  

Like what we hear in nature,  

Or it could be full of pain and suffering and loudness,  

Like what we hear at school, home, or in just plain public.  

People and the animals of earth,  

Are the composers?  

And the animals have done a well job.  

Humans have not.  

It is how you look at life; it is how you feel about life,  

And it is how you see life, 

Which can make a difference in how the music sounds.  

If we have love in our hearts,  

Then we will make beautiful music,  

Instead of music that is full of hate and pain.  

Life is all around you and I,  

Life is music and music is life

 

 

 

Sea Mammals 

English 8th Grade 1997 

 

  “Whales stir our emotions like no other living animals. Whales are mammals like us, yet then 

inhabit a world that humans have never fully explored or understood. Their migrations are epics of time and 

distance. Their communications, such as the humpback’s haunting song, are the music of the seas. Though 

our knowledge of whales is growing, they remain for us living symbols of the untamed and mysterious.” 

(Canadian Geographic, 1998) There are many different kinds of whales in the world; my favorites are the 

dolphin and porpoise. These two creatures fascinate me because of their intelligence. 
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 It is just as smart as man is if not smarter. It shows behaviors of being more interested in man 

than man shows of being interested in it. They have more than twenty-five types of them. They are 

distinguished by their stripes, spots, hourglass (most common), or their most famous attraction the bottled 

nosed. This fascinating creature is the dolphin. Read on and learn about the dolphin and its cousin the 

porpoise. Learn about the dolphins and porpoises several similarities and differences in body structure, diet, 

defense behavior, common enemies, communication, and means of reproducing. First, the dolphin can be of 

any of two wide spread families of toothed whales having high levels of intelligence and usually beak like 

snout. 

 Whales porpoises, and dolphins all belong to the order Cetacean, which is divided into baleen and 

toothed whales. This is the reason why the dolphin is said to look like a whale. The dolphins’ bodies are 

shaped like torpedoes for gliding through the water with ease. The fin on the dolphin’s back helps it keep its 

balance while swimming. The fin is known as a dorsal fin. The word dorsal is the scientific term for the back 

on a creature. A dolphin’s mouth is in the shape of a snout, which holds two hundred fifty teeth. The tiny 

hole on the top of the dolphin’s head is its blowhole. When the dolphin rises to the water surface it breathes 

through the blowhole. To keep alive the dolphin must surface, to breathe, about every two to three 

minutes. Behind their heads are carved slits on each side, which are the ears. The ears are sensitive to 

sound. All mammals have some sort of hair on their bodies. The only hairs on the dolphin are the whiskers 

around their mouths. Many people make a mistake in believing that the porpoise is the same as the dolphin. 

 This is not true. Even though the porpoise and dolphin are related, there are significant differences 

in the two. A porpoise can be any of the various families of small, usually sociable, toothed whales found in 

most seas. There are six different types of porpoises in the world: the Vaquita; Finless; Harbor; Bumsters; 

Spectialed; and the largest, the Dall. All these porpoises have a round, stubby snout. With this 

characteristic, the porpoise has gained the nickname the sea cow. It has about one hundred sixty triangular, 

shoveled shaped teeth. Like its cousin the dolphin, the porpoise’s body is torpedoed shaped and has a 

dorsal fin. However, the Finless porpoise, some Bumster porpoise porpoises and some Harbor porpoises 

have tubercles (a nodule or swelling) Since the porpoise’s mouth and the dolphin’s mouth is snout shaped, 

they eat differently from other whales. 

 All members of the Cetacean family eat similar things. Unlike the baleen family of whale which are 

filter feeders, the porpoise and dolphin “rely on a more selective hunting method, seeking individual prey 

like squid, octopus, and fish. The orca is the only whale that regularly feeds on other whales.”(Canadian 

Geographic, 1998) Other creatures that the dolphin and porpoise feed on include jellyfish, crab, and 

anchovies. Bigger Cetaceans, such as Blue whales, are known to dine on sea lion, seal, penguin, shark, sea 

turtle, and sometimes-small dolphins. They become sea birds of prey, and spy hop to catch their food. They 

do this by popping out of the water and when they spot where fish or other foods are they would swim to 

dinner. They also use their tails to whack the food sending it flying through the air, and again dinner is 

served. Neither the dolphin nor the porpoise chews its food; the teeth are merely used to catch their food. 
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While swallowing the food whole the porpoise and dolphin gulp a lot of water. To protect themselves from 

predators, dolphins swim in pairs or groups. 

 Most dolphins choose to swim in large groups, ranging from ten to about twenty-five dolphins. 

There is much more safety in larger groups. When a predator threatens the dolphins, the crowd of dolphins 

attacks the predator simultaneous. However, when a dolphin is alone or in a pair the dolphin or dolphins 

would use their tails and whack the predator silly. The dolphins do this until the predator gives up or dies. 

The dolphin protects itself from all sorts of animals of the sea. 

 They protect themselves from sharks, orcas, and larger cetacean like the blue whale. All these 

creatures would make a tasty dinner of our beloved dolphin and porpoise. The dolphin also faces other 

danger than becoming dinner. The dolphin uses the same defensive behaviors against humans that they 

would use against their predators. Sometimes the methods work, but most times it does not work. Since the 

dolphins love living in the wild they face death when they are captured for the zoo. Trainers for the dolphins 

in water parks, train the dolphins to use their defensive behavior and whack attack methods, to do tricks. 

Most of the foods the dolphins and porpoises eat are found only along their original habitats. Sometimes 

when dolphins and porpoises hunt their food the tuna fisherman’s nets catch them. Often, when the 

dolphins get trapped in the net, they die. On the other hand, if the dolphin or porpoise is lucky, they 

succeed and get away from the fishermen the dolphins warn other cetaceans that are nearby. 

 Since water does not transmit odor well, the dolphin and other whales have not developed an 

acute sense of smell. Some whales have excellent eyesight, which is evident in species like the orca. The 

vision is also good in the dolphins that spy-hop at the surface. However, visibility is limited in the blackened 

depths of the ocean. “It is unclear how baleen whales make sounds, but it is presumed they do so by 

moving air between cavities in their head. Toothed whales make sounds by forcing air through their larynx, 

nasal plug and blowhole. They receive sound waves via the jawbone, which reverberate back to the inner 

ear. This echolocation allows them to identify the position, size, and shape of prey as well as to 

communicate with each other.” (Canadian Geographic, 1998) These means of communicating are also used 

during the mating times. Just like all other mammals, dolphins have to mate in order to propagate their 

species. 

 Dolphins mate all year round. They swim belly to belly for about thirty seconds, giving the male 

just enough time to fertilize the female eggs. After mating the male dolphin swims away, abandoning the 

female to deliver and raise the new dolphin on her own. While pregnant the female dolphin lives as a 

member of the family known as a pod. The pod usually has several female dolphins and their children. The 

female is pregnant for about nine to twelve months. At delivery time the female dolphin takes about an hour 

to fully deliver the baby. The baby is born tail first. This prevents it from drowning. For the first six to twelve 

months of their lives, they feed on their mother’s milk. When their teeth mature, they are taught to catch 

their own food by the mother. The baby lives with the mother for about six years and then swim away to 

start their lives as an adult. For the porpoise, things are very much the same. 
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 They mate exactly the same way as the dolphins, except they mate for ninety seconds. However, 

the porpoise mates only six months out of the year. They also mature quicker than the dolphin. Also, the 

baby stays with the mother for about three years. In order for the porpoise or dolphin to grow properly, it 

has to have plenty of food and protection. The mothers raise their young in a family, the pod. Each mother 

is responsible for feeding her own baby and training the baby to catch its food. However, within a pod, 

babies are sometimes feed when the older females attack a school of fish. The older females work together 

when the bigger cetaceans attack the pod, especially a baby. As a method of defense, the older females 

take turns whacking the under belly of the shark until it gives up or dies. I believe scientists are correct 

when they say the dolphins and porpoises are one of the many smart mammals of this world, because only 

an intelligent creature could work together to protect their loved ones in such a manner. 

 

 

 

Hello-Goodbye 

Upward Bound College Literature 2001 

 

Goodbye, 

drawn out frigid weary days 

studying till the break of dawn 

old ideas and beliefs 

heartbreaks 

failures and immaturity 

and the ridiculous dreams. 

Hello, 

mild brief days 

partying till sunup intervals 

new horizons of thought and expression 

true love 

achievements and development 

and reachable fantasies.

 

 

 

Expression: That’s Me 

Upward Bound College Literature 2001 

 

Gospel boy 

That’s what they call me, 

Feel the joy my LORD gives me. 

Always singing I can’t help myself, 

Always writing lyrics 

Can’t help myself. 

I’m doing what I do best 

Expressing myself, 

Everyone knows when 

I’m expressing myself. 

Loving Passionate, 

Rhyming Assonant. 

When I’m drawing I’m flying, 

When I’m praising I’m living, 

When I’m singing I’m soaring. 

Expressing through art 

Expressing through kindness, 

Look into my heart 

Look at the fondness. 

That’s just me.
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Caged Bird 

English 12th Grade 2002  

 

I want freedom 

I want to spread my wings 

 

Everyone stares at you  

All day long  

Beady eyes watching  

While you go to the restroom  

Thousands of eyes  

Watching me sleep  

Twenty-four hours a day  

Seven days a week  

Everyone stares at you 

 

I want freedom  

I want to spread my wings 

 

Bars imprison you  

Make you crazy  

Every bar closes in  

Choking the life out of you  

No exercise  

Causes weakness  

Not being in the open  

Breaks your spirit  

No wing room  

No air  

Bars imprison you 

 

I want freedom  

I want to spread my wings 

 

The thought of freedom  

Has kept you alive  

Praying for the day when  

There would be no more piercing eyes  

Belief that there would be such a day  

When you can leave the system  

The day when there’s no more choking  

No more need for prayer  

The day your thoughts become reality 

 

I want freedom  

I want to spread my wings 

 

You have finally been given freedom  

But at a great cost  

Only in death  

Can you get your freedom  

Only when your life is over  

You received room to spread your wings  

You are no longer locked away  

For someone’s amusement  

You finally have your freedom  

You are no longer caged  

You are free for all eternity 

 

I have freedom  

I have room to spread my wings
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Prepared 

English 10th Grade 2000 

 

Sitting at a table for twelve, in the L’E Toile French Restaurant, 

With a glass of 1865 wine in hand, the troubles of a rich man, 

Who is so sad because he lost his job two weeks ago 

And telling his wife was out of the question 

Cause you ‘Can’t tell a black woman you got no job,’ 

Crossed my mind. 

 

Then I took a look at the wineglass 

As the wine swirled around, and began to wonder, 

Why was I at a friend’s birthday celebration, 

Drinking and having a good time, 

Instead of at home with my wife, taking care of her needs? 

Could such a thing really happen to me? 

Lose a job that would end how I take care of my family, 

Take care of a sick baby, buying toys and medicine, 

To keep the baby happy and healthy, 

Not welfare and living day to day, 

Not knowing what was for dinner tomorrow, 

Surviving with no income? 

 

I just knew God would not let me down, 

Take my job, destroy my marriage, 

Kill my baby, end my life, and push me to the limit. 

But I had to think realistically,  

About the real world, 

Where Satan tries to keep everyone unhappy, 

And keep them weak and down,  

It was time for me to take control and prepare for anything, 

And everything that could possibly happen in the future, 

Where anyone could become prey for the predators.

 

 

 

Welfare Reform 

English 7th Grade 1996 

 

 What exactly is welfare? Welfare is a program that is setup to aid poor families with children. It 

was established during the presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) after the Great Depression. “FDR 

won the 1932 election because he promised the people direct action” to solve the problems of the Great 

Depression. Welfare type programs went into effect to help the economy that was struggling. 

 On March 5th, FDR directed banks to accept all deposits and make emergency loans for food and 

animal feed over a course of four days. Days later a presidential representative announced a bill that would 

reopen all banks in sound, financial shape. FDR proposed this New Deal was for the American People. These 

bills introduced the three R’s: relief for the unemployed, recovery measures to stimulate the economy, and 

reform laws to help lessen the threat of another economic disaster. In 1933, many of the millions that had 

been unemployed applied for public aid. However, local relief agencies could not meet demand for aid, so 

FDR asked congress for five hundred million dollars to start a new agency. The new agency was The Federal 
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Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) program to distribute money to state and local relief agencies. In 

the first two hours of operation, the program gave over five million dollars to the needy. 

 After giving out money to the needy for some time the administrator of FERA, Harry Hopkins, 

turned against dole (government charity). Both he and FDR believed that giving money to people broke 

down self-respect and will to work. So the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was created. The CCC put 

hundreds of thousands of unemployed men to work each season on environmental projects. The CCC 

constructed many of the facilities in state and national parks. Unmarried men between 18 and 25 worked in 

corps preserve environments. The Labor Departments recruited workers, the War Department ran camps, 

and the Interior Department supervised the work. Later, FDR created the National Industries Recovery Act 

(NIRA) to help industries recover. From this the National Recovery Administration (NRA) was born. 

 Lyndon B. Johnson advanced these programs during his term in office. Dozens of programs to aid 

the people were created, including Medicare and Medicaid. In 1969, the Family Assistance Plan (FAP) was 

introduced in an attempt to streamline massive federal-welfare-bureaucracy and reduce welfare cheating. It 

was formed to give poor families a minimum annual income, so they can take care of themselves. The 

minimum yearly income of a family of four was sixteen hundred dollars. Although the program experienced 

great success, it hit a draw back in 1973 when “Nixon abolished Johnson’s cornerstone antipoverty 

programs.” It was believed that the programs would only increase the number of families on welfare, not 

decrease it. This act by Nixon was only the beginning of the end of welfare. 

 Many states have programs that distribute state and federal individual resources of time and 

money for the successful progress in life to many of its families with dependent children. These programs: 

Food stamp, Medicare, and Medicaid are considered to be social welfare distributions, under the Aid to 

Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. But who supplies funding for these programs? 

 The federal and state governments do. They put in lots of money into these programs to help the 

needy. In 1997, AFDC had a total budget of approximately twenty-five billion dollars and represented only 

about one percent of total government expenditures. Food-stamp programs are nearly the same size as 

AFDC, while Medicaid programs are five times larger. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) share of expenses 

for such programs has “increased tenfold” in the past thirty years. The governments believe they have been 

spending way too much money on welfare, so the governments want to end welfare; thus, welfare reform. 

 To help state government in policy making, the federal government passed its welfare reform law 

with five conditions that the state must meet. “First, it imposes a five-year lifetime limit on welfare benefits. 

Second, it mandates that anyone who remains on the welfare rolls for more than two years must work to 

receive benefits. Third, the bill requires that 25 percent of the recipients in each state’s welfare caseload 

work by 1997. Fourth, the bill restricts the eligibility of legal immigrants for welfare programs. Fifth, the bill 

converts federal funding from per-recipient matching funds into lump-sum block grants.” This part of the 

federal reform bill gives new opportunities to states. Under the new system the federal government gives a 
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certain amount of money to each state in the form of a block grant. This grant is a reflection on the states’ 

level of previous funding welfare programs. 

 Even before the federal government passed its welfare law with conditions, Wisconsin began its 

own. It was Governor Thompson’s three theme welfare reform policies. Since 1987 Governor Tommy G. 

Thompson has pushed for a reform to the state’s welfare programs. Employment and training programs 

began Wisconsin’s efforts of welfare reform. In 1987, two years before federal welfare reform legislation, 

Wisconsin’s DHSS started its Work Experience and Job Training Programs. Because of this, Wisconsin has 

been considered the state that provoked many family aided programs. The Family Support Act of 1988, 

establishment of the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS) program and the United States Department 

of Agriculture, as well as the establishment of the Food Stamp Employment and Training (FSET) program. 

These welfare reform policies, as described below, met or lay within federal conditions. 

 Wisconsin’s “Self-Sufficiency First” program, which was already in effect and aimed at reducing the 

number of enrollment for AFDC, meets the federal provisions. Applicants are given counseling on the 

negative effects of welfare dependence, offered short-term aid, and once enrolled on AFDC are required to 

begin working in the private-sector or in community-service jobs. A recipient in Wisconsin is subjected to a 

“Pay After Performance” rule, and this rule meets and lies within the second and third condition, mentioned 

earlier. Benefits are earned only after community-service or private-sector work, training, supervised 

employment searches, or schooling has been satisfactory completed. Under the fifth condition Wisconsin’s 

welfare bureaucracy has several incentives for guidance and motivation. “County welfare offices have been 

required to earn day-care and training funds by increasing the number of recipients placed in jobs or 

community-service work. Welfare offices that fail to reduce caseloads dramatically face an unprecedented 

penalty.” They can be replaced by outside contractors. Since the reform has started, despite all these good 

policies about welfare and all the progress welfare has made since it began, there are still concerns. For 

instance, in “inner-city Milwaukee, the caseload has fallen by 32%; in the rest of the state, caseloads have 

fallen by more than 70%.” 

 There have been many fears and predictions on how the welfare reform policy would affect 

children. Some predictions are that the mothers’ income deduction would harm children. Other concerns are 

that if the mothers work out of the home and away from the child, the quality of child-care may harm the 

child’s development. Some parents might take extraordinary steps to survive; like take to selling drugs, or 

robbery, and other crimes; and as a result children might go to foster homes and/or some of them might 

even go to jail. Some people, mainly those who do not like adding money to their taxes for welfare, wonder 

if there is even a need for welfare. 

 According to the state and federal governments there is a need for welfare reform. However, the 

amount of money spent on these programs has increased so much that the governments can’t continue to 

supply the need. They are in debt because of the money they spend on these programs. This is the main 

reason for the welfare reform. Welfare reform is supposed to help people get off welfare and let them take 
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care of themselves and their families. The government does not care about how they get people off the 

welfare rolls, just as long as they decrease the amount of money they are spending on the people on 

welfare. The welfare reform programs stress instant work placement rather than giving people training and 

education that could allow them to get in the workplace where they can get higher paying jobs with a 

chance to make a career out of it. In my opinion there is a need for welfare reform. I don’t believe in the 

current way the government is going about it. 

 It seems that because people have been taking advantage of the welfare system, the government 

is going to make everyone suffer. My dad had to stop going to college in ’97 because the W-2 program 

would not allow higher education as an option for getting off welfare. He had to find a job. I believe that if 

they stop being so hard on people and help them like they were trying to do when people got on welfare, 

then welfare reform would be a lot better. 

 

 

 

Wine Glass 

English 12th Grade 2001 

 

 

Sitting at the table for eight, 

in the Palance Grande French Restaurant in New York, 

with a glass of 1895 Perlot wine in my hand,  

the troubles of America crossed my mind. 

All these evil and painful scenes began running through my mind, 

for no reason at all. 

 

Then the troubles of my own life began running through my mind. 

One of the richest men in the world, lost his job two weeks ago, 

and telling my wife was out of the question. 

Then I looked back at the wineglass. 

 

Why was I at a New Years Eve Celebration? 

What was I celebrating? 

Why was I here, instead of at home with my sick children? 

Why was I here? Why was I drinking and having a good time? 

Why was I not at home, telling my wife our situation? 

I then looked at the glass again and realized, 

I was the wine. 

 

I was a good wine, partying, not caring for the world. 

I just wanted a few moments of happiness, 

no matter whom I hurt. 

I was old, yet had more life in me than anything. 

I realized nothing good lasts, that all must come to an end. 

I was the wine that moistens the lips, 

the liquid put in glasses to enjoy life in a sip. 

 

10,9,8… 

So few seconds left, and a new life would begin anew. 

Hopefully the new life will be better. 

Hopefully! 

May the past hold a warm place in your heart! 

May the future bring more peace than pain! 

 

3,2,1,0! 

Toast the new life, it brings hope. 

Toast the new life, with the wineglass and yourself
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Toy Essay 

English 11th Grade 2001 

 

 When I was younger anything and everything was a toy. Couches, pots, pans, action figures, dirt, 

cracks in the tile, bugs, the neighbor’s cat Midnight, shoe strings, remotes…pretty much anything I could 

get my grubby hands on. 

 My parents were fascinated by my imagination. They loved to watch me transform shoestrings into 

hideous, venomous, giant man-killing serpents. They didn’t see anything wrong with the evolution they just 

saw the imagination. They loved to see me create an entire world with our apartment. They even enjoyed 

the sounds that accompanied the games with my action figures, up to a certain point. 

 “You’re not going to catch me Mightor. Hahaha!” 

 “Spider-Man, help me. I cannot move and Skull Face is getting away.” 

 These sounds and many more could be heard as the heroes tried to defeat the villains. My parents 

didn’t much mind the heroic sounds, but they would say keep it down. 

 “Now that Skull Face has escaped and Mightor is hurt, we go to the jungle in Africa. Where the 

heat is high and the monkeys are loud.  HOO! HOO! HOO! HOO! HAH! HAH! KEEYAAAH! KEEYAAAH! 

KEEYAAAH! TSEWWWW! TSEWWWWW! ZZZZZOOOOOWWWWW!” 

 First, I’d hear my full name. Then I’d hear my dad shout with annoyance, “stop that racket!” 

Obviously he was not pleased with my mimic of monkeys and the sounds of the jungle. I guess he didn’t 

appreciate my skill of mimicking Saturday morning cartoons. I was young. 

 Sounds like women and children screaming, entire civilizations destroyed, wars, Godzilla crushing 

Superman, explosions, and etc. echoed throughout our apartment daily. When playtime came around, which 

then meant from the time I finished breakfast until I wore myself out, I created and destroyed lives and 

worlds. After breakfast I would always get my action figures out and go to work. My set included a blue 

skeleton faced creature my father said was from The He-man television serious and famous wrestlers like 

Hulk Hogan, Lex Luger, and Macho Man Randy Savage. I loved these toys as if they were my children. They 

went everywhere with me: to the babysitters, to bath time, and over to my grandma’s house. I appreciated 

those toys so much because they could become anyone I wanted. 

 It was hard for my parents to see a toy dinosaur become a weapon or a carton of milk. However, 

they could notice the conversion from Hogan into Thor, Savage into Spider-Man, or Luger into the Hulk. The 

action figures became heroes when it was time to protect the city. Couches transformed into skyscrapers or 

mountains. Remotes became spaceships or laser cannons. After several minutes of the sounds and my 

parents becoming annoyed, it was time to go to my room to think about why my parents would be upset. 

 Yeah right. 
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 Once alone, my room became a place where dragons lurked around in lairs, where dust bunnies 

ruled the world under my bed, or space bugs commanded the realm! The room was no longer mine. It was 

the fire breathing serpent’s murky lair. The kings themselves in their safe castles could smell the stench of 

dead knights. But I knew that my heroes would protect me. They would have my back. They always fought 

off the dragons and bugs and dust bunnies and I had my parents to thank for that protection. 

 I believe my parents were thankful too. They had seen something in me that they had not seen 

before, due to my games. They saw a creativity that I would only see later in life, even if they did have to 

tolerate my chaotic noises of my fantasy world. My creativity has opened many doors for me. Many of my 

childhood games and experiences with Skull Face and the others have crept their way into my stories and 

comics today. They have even found a place in my personality. Those action figures have helped me 

become who I am today and I am glad because of that. 

 

 

 

Realities Merge 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

 

 At 3:21am late in the youthful summer of 84’ a slight breeze cools down sleepless souls outside on 

a Chicago street, while individuals inside an air conditioned complex are hastened. And, Crazy Larry is quite 

anxious as his mother sits by his side. At any moment Crazy Larry Adams, at age 22, will become a father; 

his first child was being born rooms away. 

 Sweat clings to his body though a smile stretches across his recently shaven face. What could be 

going through his mind at this moment? Maybe his mind is wrapped ideas of playing ball in the park or 

taking his son to their first baseball game. Or maybe he could be perplexed with images of his daughter’s 

first and first boyfriend, or maybe even her first heartbreak, God forbid? 

 Body signals confusing at sight, going from cringes to content shivers and thrills, Larry’s mother 

only peers at her son with a warm and jubilant heart. Soon her little man would settle down with a family of 

his own. Thoughts of firsts continue to run through his mind, almost like stereotypes of a father pacing 

around the delivery room leaving only a horrible hole beneath his feet; so many firsts wearing down the tile. 

 Now as time creeps by, thoughts flood his mind. These thoughts had never bothered him before: 

worries about his career drive, jobs held and missed, school opportunities for the mother, and even times of 

bonding and separation from a loved one. Probably the only thought that never passes his mind is the fact 

that his child will want to be a superhero, not for pretend, but in real life. 

 

 Larry survived the delivery of his first born boy. He even survived the marriage and wedding, the 

eye-opening argument, and changing of living style. He now survives his new career: fatherhood. He is so 
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proud now, years later, as he watches his son run around their apartment having a great time with only 

imagination as fuel. The boy is only a toddler and already prepared for a career of acting, just like his 

father. Hey! Larry begins thinking to himself. I can still be an actor. I can act for my boy! He looks at his 

boy, Centauri. I wonder what he would like for me to portray? Maybe he would like to see the character I 

played in ‘The Gladiator’ or maybe he’d want me to be Bruce Lee? 

 Leaning down to his son’s height Larry asks what the little boy wants to do. “I wanna play Spida 

Man.” So sweet and innocent the little boy’s voice felt on Larry’s ears. 

 “Ok Peanut!” Larry responds, using his son’s nickname. “Who are you going to be?” he continues. 

 With a grin and rise of an eyebrow the young hero says, “Spida Man, duh!” The games were going 

to begin now. 

 Every time that Larry plays “superhero” with his boy, the child wants only to be Spider-Man. Never 

the Hulk, Batman, or even Superman; all heroes Larry enjoyed. Another weird thing is the fact that Peanut 

is not willing to be the bad guy. No matter who Larry portrays all the child wants to be is Spider-Man. 

 

 Much time had passed, for Larry and son had played the game many times, all having the same 

result. Larry was beginning to feel like an actor typecast as the continual villain. He would like to change 

things, but his boy would never have it he knew. Moments before indulging in their dinner Larry and Peanut 

begin to play, the smells of tacos flow from the kitchen to the living room, whilst their imaginations flowed 

from their actions like the Mississippi. 

 Larry calls to his son, who is already prepared for an intense battle, “Spider-Man, do you really 

believe that you will stop me?” Larry was the Vulture today. 

 With a grin upon his face Peanut pointed at his father, “Of course. I stop you every time!” 

 Unaware that his son’s imagination is intensifying, the Vulture’s metallic wings now spread, as if 

ready for flight about the town. Larry begins the famous evil-doer speech, “true, so very true.” 

 Larry pauses a moment hearing the ground beef sizzling, he needs to stir the meat for dinner so it 

does not burn. But Larry notices that Peanut is too deep into the game so he does what any good actor and 

father does, he utilizes Improv. 

 “But today I have an ace up my sleeve! After all, we are in Las Vegas.” Larry pretends to press 

some buttons on a wrist-console, launching automated vultures at the hero. The imagination of Peanut is so 

wild and vivid he sees the machines before Larry even explains; “now you must fight my mechanized pets!” 

 With a ghastly laugh the Vulture makes his escape skyward, “lady luck is on my side spider-freak!” 

 Larry leaves the living rooms that he could tend to the sizzling beef. As he stirs the meat he hears 

Peanut having a blast continuing the game alone. There is no break for the traveling hero of Chicago. Larry 

chuckles to himself. 

 Just as he finished stirring the beef he turns to find his son at his feet. “What are you doing?” he 

asks. “I said wait a moment.” 
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 “I beat yo’ robots, Vulture,” Peanut responds softly, a little shaken. “And now it’s your turn!” he 

concludes. Larry does not allow the smirk he feels to show. An efficient hero he is raising. 

 With his hand upon his son’s shoulder Larry gently scolds, “I just want you to be careful. It can be 

dangerous in here.” Larry knows his son has a remark Spider-Man would retort with on his tongue, so he 

changes his facial expression so Peanut knows the seriousness of the words. 

 Larry watches as disappointment sets in on Peanut’s impressionable face as he replies, “ok dad. 

Sorry.” Larry wants the game to continue but he is a father before he is a villain. Larry hugs Peanuts and 

kisses him on the forehead. With this the night’s game concludes with Peanut choosing the victor however 

he wishes. It is time for the family to sit down and eat their dinner. The tacos call out to the rest of family. 

 

 The game is no longer as much fun for Larry as it had been the past year. Portraying the same role 

for someone grows boring and tedious, no matter how much you love the one you play for. Larry wants to 

be a hero. He suggests allowing mom and baby sister to play but Peanut only responds, “Real heroes would 

never hit a girl!” Larry could never argue with truth. 

 Larry suggests a superhero team-up which proves to be amusing for some time, but Larry wants to 

see the extent of his son’s imagination. “How about you be the bad guy today and I be the hero?” Peanut 

reluctantly agrees but only if he could be Spider-Man controlled by the real villain. Larry agrees and the 

game begins. After a battle in the kitchen and then in the master bedroom, downtown Chicago moving 

uptown, Larry realizes as Spider-Man breaks the hypnosis and webs Master Mind that he had been tricked. 

Peanut was still a hero. 

 There is nothing wrong with a child wanting to be a hero so Larry accepts the terms a few more 

times. It never passes his mind that there could be an issue with a boy unwilling to compromise even once. 

The games continue this way for some time and Larry is pretty sure it is the first and only time ever that 

Bruce Lee and Spider-Man would fight side-by-side. He smiles at the notion; there is a good story in there 

somewhere, he thinks to himself. 

 For months they enjoy their times together fighting crime and saving the city from bad guys until 

Larry does the unthinkable. During one of the mind control takes, Spider-Man is imprisoned and remains 

stuck in the hypnosis. To makes matters worse Bruce saves the day before freeing Spider-Man’s mind. 

Peanut pouts at not being the hero to save the city. But Larry insists, more to himself than to his son, that a 

valuable lesson was learned. How could two heroes battle one another and both be declared victorious? 

They cannot always do that, one must fall. And since Peanut was the one under the control of dark forces 

he had to be the hero who falls. Even Spider-Man could lose. 

 The games continue despite this tragedy. At least, until the accident that would change everything. 

Yet, little does Larry know, the end of the games will not cease Peanut’s imagination from running wild. 

Peanut will not stop picturing himself as Spider-Man. Truth be told, Peanut will go not grow out of the phase 
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well into his teen years. But even at that time the dream will somehow creeps back into the son’s mind. Just 

like the accident though, that is an entirely different story. 

 

 

 

Iron 

Intermediate Creative Writing 2005 

 

… compact chamber, love filled 

rejoice laughter and play accompany, 

nearby watching eyes organizing hands. 

Entangled figures, 

entangled in that which opposes melancholy 

moment of linking hearts— 

the playful youth and guarding elder. 

Squeaks and giggles escape youth, 

that of a kindred soul overflow 

with joy—resonates and echoes, 

bouncing off rough stone 

that radiates poverty. 

Both figures desire bonding 

to one another that moment, forever 

never ceasing nor departing, 

father and son share adoration 

a magical moment loving unforgettable 

though fated too short; 

for a twist and squirm 

upon quilt of rest ends game. 

Laughter ceases, 

tickling fingertips jerk away 

guarding elder prepared to protect, 

defend as youth screeches agony. 

Pain from the burn by hot metal 

beneath the waist, underside of thigh, 

close, too close. 

Moment forever changing. 
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THE VISITOR: EXTRATERRESSIAL FICTION  

Unfinished English 9th Grade 1999 

 

 Mike has gotten the flu from the dirty, cold floors. Nagoya, one of the roommates, has lost twenty 

pounds and had the nerve to stop eating. She was a pile of bones, an old skeleton not worth living. Tarry, 

Nagoya’s husband, was even worse. He was dying of a disease not native to Earth. I, on the other hand, 

was trying to stay strong. 

 The time was eight o’clock in the morning. When we woke up a guard was waiting for us at the 

door. The door swung opened and the guard put us all in the usual traveling cuffs. He took us down 

thirteen levels and took us to the left about seventeen yards. He had informed us that we were stationed in 

the substitution pit, Dark Vex. Dark Vex was a simulation pit, which seemed as real as Omega Base 9. It 

would get us ready for the hardships that came our way in the near future. We would stay there until we 

arrived at Omega Base 9. We arrived to our destination where it was separated by a steel railing. 

 An hour later, we had already been slaving as hard as anyone else had had. Mike asked me to 

finish the story that I had started in Heta. “Well, where was I?” Mike informed me that I was at the part 

where everyone had exited the auditorium. I knew exactly what he was talking about. I wanted to let the 

other roommates get some past information, so I began, “Well, so far Nagoya and Terry; I have seen the 

bright lights, but I ignored them. Now I know that I shouldn’t have, but I did. I went on with the play and 

the whole class was great. Mrs. Bean had asked if I needed a ride but I politely refused…” 

 

 Mrs. Bean walked out the steel door and was on her way home. I turned to go my opposite way. 

My parents were going to be waiting out front, on Sixth Street. I left the stage and decided to take a short 

tour before finally exiting the building. 

 I was walking down the ramp when I heard some screams off in the distance. I did the best I 

could to follow the screeches of help. The closer I came to the screams, the more it sounded like a lady’s 

voice. The yells were echoing throughout the building it seemed. Scream after scream all I could do was 

think of where it was coming from. When I got to the second floor I found out exactly where it was coming 

from. The screams came from the girls’ bathroom on the second floor. 

 The screams were tearing my heart up every second. I didn’t know why, but the voice was 

familiar. The voice had sweetness under all the pain. It finally hit me. The voice was Lisa. When I went in 

the bathroom I saw Lisa on the ground holding her leg. I could not understand what was really wrong. 

 When I walked through the door she began yelling for me. “Dan help me. My leg is paralyzed. 

Some guy shot me. That wasn’t the scary part though, the guy had no face.” I got on my knees and started 
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to massage her leg from the hip to the toe. I thought it would bring some feeling back to her foot. It was 

not working. The pain was getting worse, she said. After a couple minutes of massaging she looked up 

breathless trying to say something. 

 “What is it? Tell me what is wrong.” I got off my knees and turned around to see a dark figure 

standing in the shadows of the night. This guy had eyes of bright green. I stood up ready to fight. 

 When the guy walked into the light Lisa’s and my fear left our souls. The guy was the janitor of the 

school. “What are you kids doing?” He stood there looking at us. 

 “It’s not what you think. She’s hurt. Please help her.” I got up and pulled him to Lisa’s side. 

 He looked at her leg and asked, “Did a man with no face do this?” he stared at our surprised faces. 

 “How did you know?” I hadn’t even realized I said anything. 

 Lisa and I both did not understand why the janitor would ask such a weird question, unless he 

knew the man with no face. 

 

 

 

A War in an Insane Asylum 

English 9th Grade 1999 

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

 

Group Essay: Centauri Adams – Delon Blackwell – Miguel Benson – Matt Daniels – Dane 

 

 In the novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey an incredible war between a head 

nurse, inside a mental institution and a patient rages. The war is between the evil “Big Nurse” Ratched and 

the sly, “savior” of the ward members, Randle Patrick McMurphy. Throughout the novel there are many 

battles which McMurphy wins. He defeats the Big Nurse in so many ways. 

 For starters he goes fishing with several other ward members even though the Big Nurse does not 

approve. McMurphy wins the control of the men on the ward and creates men out of them. He gives 

courage to the narrator of the story, Chief Bromden, to speak after so many years and gives him confidence 

that the outside world (which he calls the combine) can be defeated. Lastly, McMurphy’s death is the final 

way he defeats the Big Nurse. Even though the Big Nurse fights long and hard, McMurpghy winds up the 

victorious fighter. 

 The first battle McMurphy finds himself the victor is by going fishing. McMurphy had already gotten 

the guys, who were acute (crazy men with some sense), to play basketball and to let loose a bit. He had 

also gotten the guys to gamble their rations of cigarettes and the money in storage for when they left the 

asylum if they ever did. But he was ready for something new. In one of the daily therapeutic meetings, 

which McMurphy refers to as a “pecking party” he requested that the guys and him could ignore a finely 
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scheduled day and go on a fishing trip. She informed McMurphy that there must be a majority to change the 

schedule, even counting the vegetables and chronics. He needed at least ten people to sign a petition. 

 “The next day he started signing up the guys that wanted to go and that had ten bucks to chip in 

on boat rent,” (page 177-Cuckoo’s Nest). He had narrowly won the vote to go fishing (battle) by one vote, 

“Captain” George. There was only one problem, Big Nurse really did not approve of the ward members 

going on a fishing trip, especially with McMurphy and his lady friend Candy. Big Nurse dug up frightening 

information about the Pacific Ocean, where they were planning on going. “fishing off the coast of Oregon 

was having a peak year, the salmon were running quite late in the season and the sea was rough and 

dangerous.” (page 177). She even posted the articles of the dangers on the bulletin board. McMurphy still 

came out on top, over Big Nurse because the guys were ready for change and wanted to defeat Big Nurse. 

 The day of the fishing trip Candy drove up to the building with a small car. McMurphy was not too 

happy with the size of the car. So he tried to get the head doctor of the ward, Doctor Spivey, to come with 

them for the trip. McMurphy saw the doctor eyeing Candy and knew he had the car he needed. The doctor 

agreed to go. Big Nurse was infuriated by the doctor’s decision to go when she was so close to calling the 

trip off. Even though they had disabilities, the ward members caught many fish, great big ones. On the way 

home after the trip, McMurphy had a delightful time informing the guys in detail how he lost his virginity. 

The fishing trip showed that the ward members followed McMurphy and not Big Nurse. 

 In the beginning of the novel, Big Nurse shows a great deal of control over the members of the 

ward. Then, the main character, McMurphy enters. During his first days on the ward he just kind of gets the 

feeling of how things work. When he sees how all the ward members, even doctors and nurses, fear Big 

Nurse, he decides to take her power. He slowly wins the trust of the patients by getting them to laugh, 

which they were afraid to do. He gets them to gamble and have fun. Basically, he gets them all to defy or 

turn against Big Nurse in their own way. Their huge defiance comes when they went fishing. They all knew 

that Big Nurse did not want them to leave the ward but that gave them the power to vote on going. 

Another defeat occurred right before the party that McMurphy called together. 

 This Big Nurse defeat was when Chief Bromden fought alongside McMurphy against the aides. 

After winning all their attention and taking almost all of the Big Nurse’s power over the patients, McMurphy 

persuades the guys to have a huge party with whores and drinking. The party really got Big Nurse steamed. 

She had nearly snapped at all of the patients, an indication that she was being defeated. The war was 

coming to an end. 

 Chief Bromden had been on the ward longer than anyone else except Big Nurse, almost fifty years. 

The whole time he had been on the ward he had everyone believing that he was deaf and dumb. It was his 

way of defeating the combine. The combine was how he viewed the world. A combine is the world as a 

machine where everyone is supposed to be the same and have certain positions in society. The asylum and 

Big Nurse were only parts of the bigger picture. They were components to fix people so they can get back 

into society; basically brain washing them. McMurphy, however, was a rare person who was not affected by 
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the combine. He was a fighter. He would not let the combine take control of him. This attracted Chief 

Bromden. He had no idea that someone could fight the combine so well and win so many times. Because of 

this Chief Bromden decides to speak to McMurphy. 

 He first speaks to McMurphy right before they were sent to shock therapy, McMurphy gave a piece 

of gum to Chief Bromden. Chief responds saying, “Thank you.” This really surprises McMurphy. He was so 

amazed and excited that all this time Chief had fooled all these people, even Big Nurse. He has faked being 

death and dumb, for the whole fifty years, cheating the combine. Now because of one man, McMurphy, he 

realizes that he does not have to fake being dumb and death to defeat the combine. He just has to be 

tough. This was when he showed that he could talk, however he had suggested that he could hear when he 

voted to watch the World Series on television. McMurphy had cured Chief. He proved that the combine 

could be defeated. Chief Bromden repaid McMurphy by killing him at the end of the novel. 

 Chief kills McMurphy to show mercy. When a friend of McMurphy, Billy Bibbit, commits suicide, Big 

Nurse tries to blame it on McMurphy. McMurphy could take it no longer, he snaps and attacks Big Nurse. He 

rips off her clothing, slaps and punches her, and chokes her. When the aides finally got McMurphy off Big 

Nurse, she gave an order that he should get a Lobotomy. When McMurphy returned from the operation they 

knew the nurse would win the war if he lived the rest of his vegetable life in the ward. So as a mercy killing, 

Chief took McMurphy’s life. The death of McMurphy symbolizes first, the end of the war with Big Nurse. 

Since he would not live the rest of his under her every command, she lost. Secondly, it proved to Chief 

Bromden that the combine can be defeated. This causes The Chief to escape from the asylum. In all these 

ways McMurphy defeats the nurse. 

 McMurphy proved that he defeated Big Nurse by winning power and trust and friendship over the 

patients, going fishing, and causing the Chief to come out of his fog (deaf and dumbness) and to speak out. 

Through so many battles and even in death, McMurphy proves he is a worthy opponent to Big Nurse. 

 

 

 

Grim Tranquility 

Free-write 2010 

 

 Distant shouts of fear, grief, and panic fill the frigid air. If one would look close enough they would 

see the emotions frozen in the dew of the approaching morn. Warm and serene, I stand in the shadows and 

silence of a room not my own, in a home I am unknown to. My eyes close for a moment, my guard slipping. 

I take in the sweet moment of escape and my freedom is assured. 

 Wind howls as a winter night begins to surrender to a new day. The creeping sun beneath the 

horizon will soon shine upon a village of scurried and frightened people in search of an intruder. I stay calm. 
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 The baker claims five loaves are missing even though only three should be. The callous brute is a 

liar who needs to be dealt with. But I need not worry with the cosmic balance of nature, all get what they 

deserve. The butcher shouts that he is missing two chickens and a side of veal, which is pleasantly true. A 

frantic mother calls out for her missing son, which I had nothing to do with. I do not much care for children 

of course, but I would not harm one. The negative karma is more than I wish to flirt with. 

 Then, their voices seem to grow louder now, and a new sensation takes hold of me. Panic calls out 

to my darkened soul. 

 For a moment my lips become parch and my hands quiver as I attempt to rub away my sins of the 

night. Foot steps seem to draw near to this prison home. My throat tightens as my fingers roll into my 

palms clinching an embarrassing gesture of fear. Then, I hear a man call for a meeting in the square. Relief 

flows over my twisted soul and I release a chilled gasp. 

 As the villagers gather, their voices become a confused orchestra of melancholy: loud and angry, 

quiet and fearful, shrieking and frustrated. My eyes begin to close as I bask in my conductive masterpiece. 

My guard not slipping, though enjoyment I reach for. 

 The square was away from the home where I conducted business in the night that now seems to 

lay itself out for the aggressive day to seize. I peek through a crack in the poorly built wall of the dwelling 

and a pleased grin spreads across my dry face. I have no control over the result of my thankful dark heart. 

 They are unaware of our location, my other self whispers, content in this knowledge. I ease down 

next to the bedroll that is now mine, a mat of slumber rightfully taken from the young man who called this 

room his own. I stare at my hands, trying to ignore the unwanted company. 

 The chill of morning creeps along my neck relaxing the tense muscles. Never let your guard down, 

I am reminded by that inner voice that seems so malevolent. I close my eyes tight attempting to shut out 

the voice of my other self. It had never worked before, closing my eyes to silent the intruder of my mind, 

but I had to do something. Anyway, old habits die hard they say. 

 Look at it, my other self demands. Gaze upon your accomplishment. 

 I surrender to the voice and peer down at my handy work, a grim smirk forcing its way to the 

surface of my fleshy lips. Strangely, I begin to see the beauty and artistic worth of the dark scene that lay 

before my dry eyes. It was neat and clean, no sign of conflict, no evidence of sin. The body before me could 

as easily be peacefully dreaming of gentle days rather than taking a ride on a boat across the river Styx. 

 The callous blank expression that shines back at me from the soulless lump sends sensations 

throughout my entire being. My mind is puzzled at the morality of my deed, whilst my body surges with its 

completion, and my soul twists in a hunger satisfied. So very awkward that pleasure comes from death. 

 I take hold of the pale, numb hand remove a silver band from a wrinkled finger, and turn the heap 

over revealing a coin purse attached by leather straps to the waist. I confiscate several golden coins, the 

spoils of my conquest, and add them to my own inventory. As I reposition the lifeless body into a 

slumbering posture I come to realize how easy all this was for me. 
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 The task as a whole was quite simple. Beginning with the chance meeting of myself and an absent 

minded merchant who boasted about their great wealth when a drop too many of Galic Mead moistened 

their lips to the unpracticed art of following thus fool home in the midst of growing night. The fated task 

had continued to unravel itself before me with a hastened plan of adding to my riches, becoming one with 

moving shadows to gain entry to a home not my own, and even the ill act of removing the obstacle that 

stood in my way of monetary success. All of it was so very simple. 

 The difficulty has only shone itself weakly and unprepared this morn as I continue to hear the 

gathered crowd attempt to collaborate on what actions need to be taken against the unseen pilfering force. 

I was very good at what I do, frighteningly so. 

 I giggle to myself in the simple bliss of it all. Rather, my other self giggles with delight as I peer 

outside. “Shush,” I call out to my chipper inner self. Strangely, I fail to see the idiocy of trying to quiet a 

voice that is within the darkest crevices of my own mind. 

 I silent my tongue as the giggles grow dim, the voices of the villagers seem much stronger now. It 

would appear that they have come to some sort of conclusion on what needed to be done. Sweat lines my 

cheeks as the salty fluid made its way to the stone floor. My heart races giving me a headache of grand 

scale, as the thrill of being caught overwhelms my thoughts. 

 My teeth chatter and my hands rub vigorously. The sound thunders from the room and outside to 

the bloodlust ears of the villagers. Panic seizes my mind. Fate seals the gate of life from my soul, separating 

the two into voids of pain and judgment. 

 Stay calm, my other self commands. They still do not know where we are. 

 It is easy for my other self to remain calm and assured of escape. When the villagers take me in 

the name of law, my inner voice will not feel the pain of justified torment. I remain uncertain of complete 

victory. I stay fearful of being caught. 

 They know not of all your doings in their village. Such words of truth tear at my conscience. The 

villagers search for a an intruder who has stolen food. They do not know that their trusted merchant no 

longer speaks and walks amongst the living. They would not connect the two deeds and thus they will 

search for two intruders. If found I simply stake claim on the lesser of two evils. Genius! 

 To ensure oneself that all will work out and freedom from crime is assured based upon false truths, 

mangled hope, or skewed facts are quite an easy mindful task. It births counterfeit confidence and obtuse 

ego. The belief that it provides strength or life guiding intellect is contrary to truth. 

 Still, I heed the words of my passive other self and my breathing gets back to a tranquil rhythm. I 

wipe the sweat from my brow and close my eyes. I lay on the bedroll, snuggled against the lump of once 

boasted wealth, finding comfort in the lifeless. And, as sweet dreams enter my blissful mind I hear my other 

self drift, yes, rest my friend. I shall join you this day in the land of dreams. 
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Research Paper: We All Sin 

Writing and Film 2002 

Seven 

 

 The concept behind the film Seven were Dante’s Inferno seven deadly sins: gluttony-excessive 

drinking and eating; greed-excessive or rapacious desire especially for wealth or possessions; sloth-

indolence or laziness; lust-uncontrolled or illicit sexual desire; pride-a high or inordinate opinion of one’s 

own dignity or superiority; envy-a feeling of begrudging admiration with regard to another’s possessions or 

advantages; and wrath-stern or fierce anger. Seven was a film about two detectives on the hunt for a serial 

killer who based his murders on sin. 

 All humans are born into the world with sin in their hearts, which they cannot control; it is just that 

way. The serial killer trusted the idea that all people were sinners and decided to act upon that belief; Doe 

believed that all people sinned and none were innocent, which he tried to justify in his killings. Doe viewed 

the world as a wicked place that needed to be cleansed; this is why he turned the sinners' sin against 

themselves "in some kind of demented teaching tool to redeem humanity" (Turan). After Doe turned his self 

over to the police, the second detective Mills asked him why he had killed so many innocent people. Doe 

responded to the two detectives: 

An obese man, a disgusting man who could barely stand up, a man who if you saw 

him on the street, you’d point him out to your friends so that they could join you in 

mocking him, a man who, if you saw him while you were eating, you wouldn’t be 

able to finish your meal. And after him I picked the lawyer, a man who dedicated 

his life to making money by lying with every breath he could muster to keep 

murderers and rapists on the street. A woman, a woman so ugly on the inside that 

she couldn’t bear to go on living if she couldn’t be beautiful on the outside. A drug 

dealer, a drug dealing pederast, actually. And let’s not forget the disease-

spreading whore. (Movie) 

Doe reacted to sin with contempt, believing that only violence could redeem a fallen, God forsaken world. 

However, detective “Somerset reacted to sin with sorrow.” (Dyer 14) Throughout the movie, while Mills 

wanted to find the murderer, Somerset wanted to “grasp the sense of the murders” (Dyer 11). Through this 

process Somerset was able to track down the murderer because he began to think like him. 

 Somerset, in a way, believed the same thing that Doe believed: the wicked world needed to be 

cleaned. Somerset believed the world to be wicked because of apathy for people (the absence or 

suppression of emotion, passion, or excitement) (Dictionary). Apathy for people was evident in the hospital 

scene when Somerset spoke to the doctor that viewed the sloth victim. The sloth victim had been tied to his 

bed for a year, eaten his own tongue, and decomposed to almost nothing; yet the doctor expressed no 
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sympathy or compassion for the man by saying, "He’s experienced about as much pain and suffering as 

anyone I’ve encountered, give or take, and he still has hell to look forward to." The victim seemed to have 

already gone through his punishment, yet because of his dark history, the doctor believed he deserved 

worse. The doctor’s apathy for the victim really shows how the world of Seven is; a world drenched in an 

endless wickedness, where “an act of gratuitous cruelty is met with complacency” (Dyer 10). Both, 

Somerset and Doe saw the world as sinful, not as “an embodiment of the otherness and exteriority of evil…” 

(Dyer 14). What Doe had to say about the world, whether people like it or not, is true: 

Only in a world this shitty could you even try and say these were innocent people 

and keep a straight face. But that’s the point. We see a deadly sin on every street 

corner, in every house, and we tolerate it. We tolerate it because it’s common, it’s 

trivial. We tolerate it morning, noon and night. (Movie) 

And Somerset agrees. What Doe said was the absolute truth, but no one would agree with it now after 

viewing the film because of the fear they may be seen as evil people. People are magically seen differently 

after being murdered: only in a wicked world where apathy is embraced and cherished as a virtue could a 

greedy, corrupt lawyer be transformed into an innocent man after being attacked. Somerset’s feelings were 

best shown in a scene where Somerset gazes out from a cab on the way home, and views policemen 

bending over what appeared to be a corpse stretched out on a crowded sidewalk. His face full of disgust; he 

answers the driver when asked “where to?” with “Far away from here!” Somerset views the world as he 

does because throughout his entire career, maybe even his life, Somerset surrounded himself with death, 

sin, and crime. He saw the world as a dying planet filled with people who had no compassion for one 

another, and it made him sick. Somerset wanted the world to be better, so he offered moral values to the 

sickness of the planet; but Doe thought he had a better solution to the cancer of the world. 

 Doe truly saw himself as a prophet or savior that was sent--from God--to justify the sins of world; 

however, the ways in which Doe justified the sins were a bit disturbing. In the first case, the two detectives, 

David Mills and William Somerset, enter a run down, dimly lit house in search of a man that had been 

missing for several days. When the detectives enter the kitchen of the man, they find a very large man 

slumped over a plate: dead. The victim had been forced--at gun point--to eat until his stomach literally 

burst. From the very beginning Somerset knew that there would be more, he even told his partner that “It’s 

gonna go on and on and on.” Doe’s second victim was a lawyer, that made his living by lying and cheating 

the system so that his guilty clients could go free. Doe forced the lawyer to cut a pound of his own flesh 

away. Then the detectives found the next victim, who surprisingly was still alive; a surprise because Doe 

had strapped a drug-dealer to a bed for an entire year, documenting different days throughout the entire 

ordeal. Afterwards the detectives were off to a whore-house where they came upon a dead female 

prostitute and a traumatized man, who had been forced to have sex with the prostitute with a knife-tipped 

dildo. The “victim” of pride, in a way, was more of a suicide. Doe disfigured her beautiful face with a blade 

and put her telephone in one of her hands while he placed pills in the other. The victim had to decide if she 
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wanted to live and be disfigured forever or overdose and die; she chose to die. In his own mind, Doe was 

the avenger to the world's sickness and he believed violence to be the best option to correct the sins of 

man. Doe believed this was the best option because he knew people would pay attention; this statement 

that Doe made to Somerset “…wanting people to listen you can’t just tap them on the shoulder anymore, 

you have to hit them with a sledge hammer” makes it a little clearer. Exactly how did the bodies look? The 

audience truly does not know because the crime scenes were never really shown to the audience, only the 

crime scene photos were viewed by the shocked audience. This type of process, beautifully and brilliantly 

used so the audience could use their imagination, which is always more effective, a process that caused the 

true main character to be shown. 

 The main character or focus for the film was not detective work, Doe, or even Somerset and Mills; 

the film did not revolve around how Doe or Somerset viewed the world, instead the main character of the 

film was actually the crime itself. “The sins were the selling point of the film.” (Dyer 11) The world of Seven 

was the main focus for the entire film; a dark and gloomy world that seemed to have no light or hope. A 

world that people today could actually relate to and a concept that people would be afraid of; the idea that 

every human is guilty, and all deserve to be punished; there is no such a thing as an innocent person. The 

world of Seven was a world we are all use to; it is sad, but so true. People are trapped on a world, where if 

John Doe was evil, because he killed people, then all humans are evil. John Doe only acted out his sin, 

which everyone does; if that makes him evil then everyone is evil. His sin envy brought the actions of 

another man’s sin into play, but that must stay a secret to keep the conclusion of the film a surprise. Not 

really a surprise when you think about the world. 

 The world of Seven is actually like the world we all live in. This world “reaches so deeply into the 

spirit that it inspires spurts of creativity well beyond what one might expect” (Brown). Well, mostly the film 

does this by focusing on the roughest and gloomiest of days. Throughout the entire film the surrounding is 

“…a rainy, portentously unnamed burg…where overhead lighting has (seemed) yet to be invented….” (Wild) 

A world just filled with filth and wickedness and sickness. The sickness of the world in Seven is much like 

the real world; the sickness is not due to evil: an unproven, unknown, and unseen force in nature that 

dominates and gives rise to wickedness and sin, but in all actuality it is due to sin: the inescapable, 

disobedience of heavenly law or voluntary defiance of a religious or moral principle. The sins of man are the 

fall of the world, and Doe believed that, but went about justifying it wrong. There are no innocent people, 

only sinners who live as if they are virtuous. The world of Seven offers no moral satisfaction, not even the 

simple retribution that thrillers traditionally provide--just a chilling sense of self-fulfilling prophecy in the 

wasteland at the close of the millennium. The bottom line, people in general are sinners and there is no way 

to escape; there is no morality that could save us, “…only God’s mercy can save us from ourselves and 

damnation” (Dyer 13). 
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Gatekeeper 

 

The Consent of the Gatekeeper 

 Adrift reader, you have discovered a text that has been tampered with by the forces of debauchery 

over the last millennium. Before opening, know that the words upon each sheet of paper will drag you into 

a nature of fear, wonderment, and intriguing thought. They will depict a universe lost in deception and 

translation where every page turned will draw you further into events that rational has forgotten. Each 

syllable written is a valid, whispered account of a time blanketed by dark desires at the command of the 

Unscrupulous. This history has long been twisted in memory and locked from tongue by unseen, vengeful 

influences, though with your very own eyes you shall view the ephemeral fall and passionate rise of an 

empire overflowing with indescribable power. You will see the trickling impact that emotion could have upon 

a lost and wearied people. You will see a world of beings that creatures of fantasy admire. 

If you shall proceed, read in soul, read for the message all mortals should hear; do not absorb your 

self with literal meanings, for only confusion and self-destruction could come with your blinded and 

obscured interpreting. Know also before opening that this text is the sole doorway between life’s u ltimate 

truth and you, with you being the key. What is locked away for the banished is only a doorknob away from 

the thirsty lost, so please with my blessings… read joyously. 

—The Gatekeeper 

 

The Plead of the Gatekeeper 

 Beware reader, for you have discovered a text that was overlooked when the forces of 

wholesomeness destroyed the plaguing malevolent. Before opening, know that the words upon each sheet 

of paper will drag you into a nature of fear, wonderment, and intriguing thought. They will depict a universe 

lost at creation and in disbelief where every page turned will draw you further into events that time has 

forgotten. Each syllable written is a caveat, echoed account of an empire swallowed whole by infinity at the 

command of Holy. This history has long been burned from memory and erased from tongue by unseen, 

stellar influences, though with your very own eyes you shall view the tyrannical rise and cataclysmic fall of a 

leader overflowed with indescribable power. You will see the trickling impact that emotion could have upon 

a cold and dark soul. You will see a world of beings that creatures of nightmares fear. 

If even after my warning you must proceed, read only for knowledge and remembrance, read for 

the lessons all mortals should learn; do not absorb your self with these words, for only evil and destruction 

could come with your whole involvement and infatuation. Know also before opening that this text is the sole 

doorway between their world and yours, with you being the key. What is locked away for eternity must stay 

there for all our sakes, so please heed my warning… and read cautiously. 

—The Gatekeeper 


